I. INTRODUCTION
Face towards identifying major rise in two areas (1) 
II. BP NEURAL NETWORK FACE TOWARD RECOGNITION
BP network is based on the error back propagation algorithm (Error Back Propagation) to construct the multi-forward neural network, which is before the nonlinear differentiable function to weight training multilayer networks. Currently BP network has become the most widely used neural network, according to statistics; nearly 90% of the neural network is based on the BP network.
Structurally, the most left-layer BP network input layer, the right-most layer is the output layer, the middle of the hidden layer, which layers may be one or more layers (as shown), each layer of the network connection weights can be adjusted by learning. BP network consists of an input layer, an intermediate layer and an output layer, the intermediate layer is hidden layer may be a layer or layers. In this system, uses a three-layer BP network, which is only one hidden layer. 
A. Design input layer and output layer
The number of input layer neurons depends on the input dimension of the sample. If a face image of size 420420 pixel gray feature direct input, the input layer node number will reach 176,400, the general practice is to reduce the dimension of the input image and extract effective features. Therefore, the number of nodes in the input layer depends on the number of sample characteristics.
Use BP network as a classifier, the number of human face toward its category number (i.e., left, left front, front, right front and right) classification, so the number of nodes in the output layer is 3.3 nodes can take some of this combined value: 110,100,010,001,011, described here in order to facilitate the issue, let us first briefly consider the output is an integer, each node in the output layer that is a non-zero value, when the three nodes to 0, returns rejection.
B. Select the hidden layer nodes
Hidden nodes choice is very complex, and if the number of nodes is too small, the network will not be able to create complex judgments boundary, so that the network cannot be trained, or even trained, the network is not "strong", not previously see if they cannot identify over the sample, fault tolerance is poor; But if there are too many, it will make the learning time is too long, slow convergence require a longer training time, generalization ability of the network at the same time will be reduced, but the error is not necessarily the best, hence the need to find an optimal hidden nodes. 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

A. Face image preprocessing 1) Image Compression
The input image is generally relatively high accuracy;
there is a lot of redundant information. To avoid neural network structure is too complex, before entering the neural network must be image compression. Image compression usually interpolation algorithms, including neighbor interpolation, bilinear interpolation and bicubic. Interpolation algorithm to the image quality of the relationship between the degree of distortion, interpolation function is designed to be the core issue of the interpolation algorithm.
A represents f(x) set interpolation, h(x) represents the interpolation kernel, the interpolation formula for Table 1 , the training program I recognition rate 93.5%; program II and IV programs reached 92.5%, up 90.5 percent III program, the program V up to 89.5%. All programs of training and test sets of FRR were 0%, the training set of learning was 100%. Obviously, I plan to identify higher than plan II, described BP network continues to study samples of the new category, better network performance. IV identification scheme is higher than the scheme III, described BP networks will all samples of the same class together to learn, better network performance. Scenario III recognition rate is not very high, but it has a feature that when increasing the number of training samples, the entire network without having to re-train, just to add to the training samples. V program lowest recognition rate, indicating that the training sample gradually added more than a one-time adjustment to join the network performance is better. Conventional training methods commonly used scheme V, sample integrity training strategy if you plan to use V compatible with other training strategies, such as the scheme I, the recognition rate will be greatly enhanced.
In this paper the literature [1] neural network error rate BP network can be the root cause of face recognition is that it can achieve a special nonlinear mapping the input space is transformed to the output of the sheets into the space, making the output space classification problem becomes simple. Table 1 shows the experimental results. Where the sample sampling error and sample batch training error are taken as 0.62, the sample is taken as 0.5 full training errors, the maximum limit of 876 training times, learning rate to take 0.01.
